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What others are saying about kwik-ZIP

About kwik-ZIP
kwik-ZIP Centralizer and Spacer Systems have been developed to solve support, grading and centralization challenges in the trenchless,
HDD, pipeline, vertical production drilling, and ground engineering industries.
From an initial focus of solving production casing centralization challenges in vertical drilling applications, the kwik-ZIP range has grown
into a multi-industry series of innovative models that handle bar and pipe diametres from 18mm (0.70 inches) to greater than 1600 mm
(63 inches).
Manufactured from high grade thermoplastic, kwik-ZIP products are specified, used and recommended by pipeline and civil contractors,
water and gas utilities, drilling companies and international engineering firms across the world. kwik-ZIP products are suitable for use on
steel, DICL, MSCL, GRE, PVC, HDPE and other pipe material and are a completely non-metallic solution.
kwik-ZIP centralizers and spacers are available in various product series (including HDXT, HDX, HD, GT, 380, and 155) each with varying
bow/runner heights within each series.
kwik-ZIP maintains a focus on price effectiveness, simplicity and rapid on-site assembly, to ensure that our systems deliver significant
cost, time and operational advantages to our customers.
The business has a proven track record of servicing a wide range of markets in diverse geographical locations including United States,
Asia, Australia / New Zealand, Middle East, UK and Europe where our expertise, customer service, cost-effectiveness, innovative range of
products and applicability across multiple industries continues to satisfy customer requirements.
kwik-ZIP has established distributors in Australia, New Zealand, United States and UK and operates from its Head Office in Bunbury and
warehouse facilities in Sydney, Texas, and the UK.

kwik-ZIP Advantages
The use of kwik-ZIP’s modified Acetal (POM) engineering thermoplastic blend provides a number of significant advantages and benefits to
our customers, including;
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Corrosion Protection - Metallic spacers are subject
to corrosion and can impart corrosive damage to the
pipeline. In some cases, metallic spacers can damage
the pipe, particularly if the carrier pipe is a non-metallic
composite pipe such as fiberglass or PVC. Kwik-ZIP
spacers and centralizers have no metal parts which
assists in overcoming some of the corrosion issues that
exist with other products.
Low co-efficient of friction – Products are made
from kwik-ZIP’s modified Acetal (POM) engineering
thermoplastic blend that has a low co-efficient of friction.
Adjustable sizes – kwik-ZIP spacers and centralizers are
adjustable and can be used for varying pipe diameters –
adding an extra layer of flexibility.
Reduced insertion forces - Allows for greater run
lengths and the use of lower insertion forces during
installation in trenchless projects. The use of lower
insertion forces allows contractors to reduce the size
of machine required to complete an installation, saving
money, energy and physical space at the job site.
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Time - Rapid on-site assembly for all pipe diameters.
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Simplicity - No specialist skills required to assemble.
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Flexibility - Various bow heights for different pipe/bar/
borehole combinations.
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Resilience - Engineered from high impact thermoplastic,
with no metal parts to corrode.
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Slip Prevention (HDX & HD Series) - Integrated rubber
grip pads to lock onto pipe/casing.
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Curved Profile - Low friction coefficient for easy pipe/
casing insertion into casing/hole.
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Logistics - Segmented design and packaging for low
inventory and transport costs.
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Expertise - Technical advice available on the best kwikZIP model for your project.

“The GT-Series Centraliser is highly popular with our customers
across a wide range of geotechnical projects for installation on both
bar and sheathing. I think that’s because the units provide a very
simple, versatile, and economical centralizing solution, many times
in settings where time and money are critical factors.”
Steve Dube, Business Unit Manager, Dywidag Systems
International
“These centralizers have provided excellent centering capability
and a resulting grout job that meets all specifications. …It’s a good
product and after recent failures with stainless centralizers, I am real
happy to see a product with good strength properties available for
contractors to use.”
Jim Frazee, Hydrogeologist, St John River Water,
Management District, Florida USA.
“We use the HD series on our sewer installations on different pipe
diameters. The curved bow spring allows easy insertion of the pipe
into the casing. We also find that the rubber pads grip tightly onto
the pipe to prevent slip. Because the units lock together easily KwikZip saves us a lot of time.”
Cliff Bailey, Project Manager, ADK Civil
“To date we have used well over a hundred thousand of Kwik-Zip’s
GT centralisers on our soil stabilization projects. We find the units to
be quick and easy to assemble and versatile with different bar and
hole sizes. I am happy with the product and would recommend it.”
Raegan Rumbold, Project Manager,
Rock Australia Mining and Civil
“Kwik-Zip’s HD segments were delivered to site in compact boxes.
In no time we had assembled multiple spacers on a 610 mm OD
steel water main pipe run for friction reduction and centralization
before we grouted. It was that simple.”
Graeme Morton, Project Manager,
Underground Services Australia
“When I first saw your product I knew it would be a huge success.
I will forever be a customer and always speak highly of Kwik-ZIP
products.”
Don Huckfeldt, Owner, Huckfeldt Well Drilling,
Napa, California
“kwik-ZIP’s HD75 spacers were quick & easy to install and helped to
make the carrier pipe installation a trouble-free process.”
Brett Moore – Construction Manager, Microtunnelling,
Adept Civil Group.
“Kwik-ZIP’s customer service & technical support was excellent the spacers were supplied at very short notice from their Sydney
warehouse and the installation crews found them quick & easy to
install”
Rod Dean, Engineering Designer, Shoalhaven Water.

Cost - Real savings when multiple centralizers and
spacers are required.
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“kwik-ZIP spacers robust design and low coefficient of friction
assisted to make the installation process trouble free, and ensured
complete protection of the carrier pipe.”
Michael Allen: Project Engineer,
Ledonne Constructions Pty Ltd.
“The spacers were delivered on-time as requested and our crew
found the Kwik-ZIP spacers simple and easy to install given they
didn’t require any special tools. Their robust design and ability to
protect the carrier pipe and handle tough abrasive conditions made
them the perfect solution for our project.”
Errol Alley: National Manager,
Axis Civil and Hydraulics.
I was particularly impressed with Kwik-ZIP’s professional and timely
delivery; the team at Kwik-ZIP were cordial and supportive as
their understanding of our requirement saved the project time.” –
Matthew Akinsanya: Site Engineer, Diona.
“Kwik-ZIP products are simple and quick to install and ensure the
carrier pipe is appropriately protected from abrasion and other
damage during installation. Minimal force is required during
installation of the carrier pipe due to the products low coefficient of
friction.”
Michael Allen: Project Engineer,
Ledonne Constructions Pty Ltd.
“Pipeline Drillers utilised Kwik-ZIP HDX-38 on two steel casing
sections required to protect the client’s asset from existing and
future roadways on the Mountain Creek to Kawana Sewerage
Pipeline Project. Our construction partner, Dormway, installed the
casing spacers at one metre intervals across the 900-millimetre
diameter high-density polyethylene Kawana Way Road Crossings,
and found the assembly extremely fast, simple and unfailing. Overall
the team were impressed with the product, which delivered sound
support for a seamless installation.”
Colin Harris: Project Manager, Pipeline Drillers.
“Kwikzip centralizers are strong and easy to use and keep the pipe
perfectly on grade.”
Chris Dean, L&D Micro Tunnelling.
“kwik-Zip spacers were easy to use and the pipe slid through with
ease the only tool needed was a screwdriver ”
Stuart Rose : Works Supervisor, Riverina Water.
“Denso Australia found the Kwik-ZIP 155 HT-E was a perfect
selection due to the ease of application and the competitive price.”
David Towns: Business Development Manager SA/NT,
Denso Australia.

For product prices and ordering information please contact sales@kwikzip.com
or usa@kwikzip.com (US customers)
Or visit us online for details of your nearest distributor at:

www.kwikzip.com
Quality Assured to ISO 9001

Head Office:

Warehouses:

Telephone +61 8 9725 4678
Facsimile +61 8 9725 4700
3 Barnard Street,
Bunbury WA 6230 AUSTRALIA

Dallas, TX USA
Lichfield Staffordshire, UK
Sydney, NSW Aus
Bunbury, WA Aus
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